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Anti-Galilean quote
Even the 10 commandments are exclusively for Jews, as the first
one declares to whom they are given:

I am the Lord thy God, which have brought thee out of
the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. Thou
shalt have no other gods before me.

Who was it that was brought out of Egypt? Jews. However,
Christians are usually just taught “I am the Lord thy God, thou
shalt have no other gods before me”. Changes the commandments
dramatically, wouldn’t you agree?

—Axe of Perun
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My article on the ‘Observer’
Yesterday, The Occidental Observer published a piece authored by
me, ‘Enrique Krauze, Mexico’s most prominent public intellectual,
hates Trump (and white, Protestant America)’.

This was my comment at the comments section of the Observer:

The transcription in Spanish of Krauze’s words can be read:
here. Let me tell a couple of personal vignettes.

I met Krauze personally many years ago during a presentation
by his publishing house of the latest book by a Cuban dissident
[Guillermo Cabrera Infante].

There was even a time when we were almost neighbors. I lived in
Coyoacán, in Mexico City, and ate at a vegetarian restaurant.
Walking through the street where, at that time, were the offices
of Vuelta (Nobel laureate Octavio Paz’s magazine), more than
once I got to see Krauze on his desk as the window of his office
was at street level.

And here’s where Octavio Paz (then Krauze’s boss) lived, also in
Coyoacán, not far from the magazine’s offices.

Not too bad house for a Mexican poet!
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Kangaroo court finds James Fields guilty
John Patler was convicted of first-degree
murder when he assassinated Commander
George Lincoln Rockwell and got only
twenty years and was out in about seven.

Fields, who is innocent of what happened on
my birthday last year, is facing up to six life
sentences or seventy years in prison.

The US judiciary is done: stick a fork in it!
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A Jew who told the truth

Published ninety years ago, the following article, abridged here for
The West’s Darkest Hour, has been re-published in April 2018 by
Lenculus, a white nationalist printer, with the disclaimer that the
article was:

Written by a Jewish author and originally published in The
Century Magazine in January 1928.

This article asserts that if Whites understood the depths to
which Jews control our countries and their institutions of power
and the way in which they wield that power in an effort to
destroy our interests, we would rise-up and eradicate them
immediately.

As far as I know, Friedrich Nietzsche was the first man to wake up
from the Matrix and see that Christianity was a Jewish psyop from
its beginning (see, e.g., these passages from On the Genealogy of
Morality). Nietzsche wrote from the Aryan point of view of course.
But in the following centuries two Jews said something similar.
Marcus Eli Ravage in the 20th century, and Mitchell Heisman in
the 21st century agree with this interpretation of Christianity,
though they side their tribe. To use a line from a poem of the
former, ‘Your avenues – Are dance-halls for my gloating soul’.

The Third Reich German propaganda ministry used Eli Ravage’s
texts as evidence that the world is dominated by Jewish
conspirators. His articles ‘A real case against the Jews’ and
‘Commissary to the Gentiles’, originally published in English were
translated in the Czernowitz Allgemeine Zeitung on September 2,
1933.

Like the Nazis, I consider Eli Ravage’s article so important, that
the following document will be included in the 2019 edition of The
Fair Race’s Darkest Hour. For this blog entry, however, the bold-
typed words are mine:
 

______ � ______

 

A real case against the Jews

by Marcus Eli Ravage

Of course, you do resent us. It is no good telling me you don’t. So
let us not waste any time on denials and alibis. You know you do,
and I know it, and we understand each other…

We shirk our patriotic duty in wartime because we are pacifists by
nature and tradition, and we are the arch-plotters of universal
wars and the chief beneficiaries of those wars (see the late
“Dearborn Independent,” passim, and “The Protocols of the
Elders of Zion”).

We are at once the founders and leading adherents of capitalism
and the chief perpetrators of the rebellion against capitalism.

Surely, history has nothing like us for versatility!

And, oh! I almost forgot the reason of reasons. We are the stiff-
necked people who never accepted Christianity, and we are the
criminal people who crucified its founder.

But I tell you, you are self-deceivers. You lack either the self-
knowledge or the mettle to face the facts squarely and own up to
the truth. You resent the Jew not because, as some of you seem to
think, he crucified Jesus but because he gave him birth. Your
real quarrel with us is not that we have rejected
Christianity but that we have imposed it upon you! 

Your loose, contradictory charges against us are not a patch on the
blackness of our proved historic offense. You accuse us of stirring
up revolution in Moscow. Suppose we admit the charge. What of
it? Compared with what Paul the Jew of Tarsus
accomplished in Rome, the Russian upheaval is a mere
street brawl.

You make much noise and fury about the undue Jewish influence
in your theaters and movie palaces. Very good; granted, your
complaint is well-founded. But what is that compared to our
staggering influence in your churches, your schools, your laws and
your governments, and the very thoughts you think every day?

A clumsy Russian forges a set of papers and publishes them in a
book called “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion,” which shows
that we plotted to bring on the late World War. You believe that
book : All right. For the sake of argument we will underwrite every
word of it. It is genuine and authentic. But what is that beside the
unquestionable historical conspiracy which we have carried out,
which we have never denied because you never had the courage to
charge us with it, and of which the full record is extant for
anybody to read?

If you really are serious when you talk of Jewish plots, may I not
direct your attention to one worth talking about? What use is it
wasting words on the alleged control of your public opinion by
Jewish financiers, newspaper owners and movie magnates, when
you might as well justly accuse us of the proved control of
your whole civilization by the Jewish Gospels?

You have not begun to appreciate the real depth of our
guilt. We are intruders. We are disturbers. We are
subverters. We have taken your natural world, your ideals, your
destiny, and played havoc with them. We have been at the bottom
not merely of the latest great war but of nearly all your wars, not
only of the Russian but of every other major revolution in your
history. We have brought discord and confusion and frustration
into your personal and public life. We are still doing it. No one can
tell how long we shall go on doing it.

Look back a little and see what has happened. Nineteen hundred
years ago you were an innocent, carefree, pagan race. You
worshipped countless gods and goddesses, the spirits of the air, of
the running streams and of the woodland. You took unblushing
pride in the glory of your naked bodies. You carved images of your
gods and of the tantalizing human figure. You delighted in the
combats of the field, the arena and the battle-ground. War and
slavery were fixed institutions in your systems. Disporting
yourselves on the hillsides and in the valleys of the great outdoors,
you took to speculating on the wonder and mystery of life and laid
the foundations of natural science and philosophy. Yours was a
noble, sensual culture, unirked by the prickings of a social
conscience or by any sentimental questionings about human
equality. Who knows what great and glorious destiny might have
been yours if we had left you alone.

But we did not leave you alone. We took you in hand and pulled
down the beautiful and generous structure you had reared, and
changed the whole course of your history. We conquered you as no
empire of yours ever subjugated Africa or Asia. And we did it all
without armies, without bullets, without blood or turmoil, without
force of any kind. We did it solely by the irresistible might of our
spirit, with ideas, with propaganda. We made you the willing and
unconscious bearers of our mission to the whole world, to the
barbarous races of the earth, to the countless unborn generations.
Without fully understanding what we were doing to you, you
became the agents at large of our racial tradition, carrying our
gospel to the unexplored ends of the earth.

Our tribal customs have become the core of your moral code. Our
tribal laws have furnished the basic groundwork of all your august
constitutions and legal systems.

Our legends and our folk-tales are the sacred lore which you croon
to your infants. Our poets have filled your hymnals and your
prayer-books. Our national history has become an indispensable
part of the learning of your pastors and priests and scholars. Our
kings, our statesmen, our prophets, our warriors are your heroes.
Our ancient little country is your Holy Land. Our national
literature is your Holy Bible.

What our people thought and taught has become inextricably
woven into your very speech and tradition, until no one among
you can be called educated who is not familiar with our racial
heritage.

Jewish artisans and Jewish fishermen are your teachers and your
saints, with countless statues carved in their image and
innumerable cathedrals raised to their memories. A Jewish
maiden is your ideal of motherhood and womanhood.

A Jewish rebel-prophet is the central figure in your religious
worship.

We have pulled down your idols, cast aside your racial inheritance,
and substituted for them our God and our traditions. No conquest
in history can even remotely compare with this clean sweep of our
conquest over you.

How did we do it? Almost by accident. Two thousand years ago
nearly, in far-off Palestine, our religion had fallen into decay and
materialism. Money-changers were in possession of the temple.

Degenerate, selfish priests mulcted our people and grew fat. Then
a young patriot-idealist arose and went about the land calling for a
revival of faith. He had no thought of setting up a new church.

Like all the prophets before him, his only aim was to purify and
revitalize the old creed. He attacked the priests and drove the
money-changers from the temple. This brought him into conflict
with the established order and its supporting pillars.

The Roman authorities, who were in occupation of the country,
fearing his revolutionary agitation as a political effort to oust
them, arrested him, tried him and condemned him to death by
crucifixion, a common form of execution at that time.

The followers of Jesus of Nazareth, mainly slaves and poor
workmen, in their bereavement and disappointment, turned away
from the world and formed themselves into a brotherhood of
pacifist non-resisters, sharing the memory of their crucified leader
and living together communistically. They were merely a new sect
in Judea, without power or consequence, neither the first nor the
last.

Only after the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans did the
new creed come into prominence.

Then a patriotic Jew named Paul or Saul conceived the idea of
humbling the Roman power by destroying the morale of its
soldiery with the doctrines of love and non-resistance preached by
the little sect of Jewish Christians. He became the Apostle to the
Gentiles, he who hitherto had been one of the most active
persecutors of the band. And so well did Paul do his work that
within four centuries the great empire which had subjugated
Palestine along with half of the world was a heap of ruins.

And the law which went forth from Zion became the official
religion of Rome.

This was the beginning of our dominance in your world. But it was
only a beginning. From this time forth your history is little more
than a struggle for mastery between your own old pagan spirit and
our Jewish spirit. Half your wars, great and little, are religious
wars, fought over the interpretation of one thing or another in our
teachings. You no sooner broke free from your primitive religious
simplicity and attempted the practice of the pagan Roman
learning than Luther armed with our gospels arose to down you
and re-enthrone our heritage. Take the three principal revolutions
in modern times—the French, the American and the Russian.
What are they but the triumph of the Jewish idea of social,
political and economic justice?

And the end is still a long way off. We still dominate you. At this
very moment your churches are torn asunder by a civil war
between Fundamentalists and Modernists, that is to say between
those who cling to our teachings and traditions literally and those
who are striving by slow steps to dispossess us.

In Dayton, Tennessee, a Bible-bred community forbids the
teaching of your science because it conflicts with our ancient
Jewish account of the origin of life; and Mr. Bryan, the leader of
the anti-Jewish Ku Klux Klan in the Democratic National
Convention, makes the supreme fight of his life in our behalf,
without noticing the contradiction. Again and again the Puritan
heritage of Judea breaks out in waves of stage censorship, Sunday
blue laws and national prohibition acts. And while these things are
happening you twaddle about Jewish influence in the movies!

Is it any wonder you resent us? We have put a clog upon your
progress. We have imposed upon you an alien book and an alien
faith which you cannot swallow or digest, which is at cross-
purposes with your native spirit, which keeps you ever-lastingly
ill-at-ease, and which you lack the spirit either to reject or to
accept in full.

In full, of course, you never have accepted our Christian teachings.
In your hearts you still are pagans. You still love war and graven
images and strife. You still take pride in the glory of the nude
human figure. Your social conscience, in spite of all democracy
and all your social revolutions, is still a pitifully imperfect thing.
We have merely divided your soul, confused your impulses,
paralyzed your desires. In the midst of battle you are obliged to
kneel down to him who commanded you to turn the other cheek,
who said “Resist not evil” and “Blessed are the peacemakers.”

So why should you not resent us?
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Yellow vests

‘With the yellow vests, France has arrived at a pre-revolutionary
state’, said Alain de Benoist in a recent interview translated by
Greg Johnson. Also, Andrew Anglin is now titling his Daily
Stormer as ‘Vive la France’.

Compare these two webzines with some words in Hunter
Wallace’s article about Macron: ‘No, I am not endorsing violence’.

Today I’ll post an important text, originally written in 1928, that
vindicates much of what we have been saying about the conquest
of the Aryan spirit by Judeo-Christian ethics.
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Robert Hampton
An update to ‘Counter-Currents BS’

According to the American Renaissance webzine, ‘Robert
Hampton is a Middle American who chose to wake up’.

He is certainly far more awakened about the Christian Question
than many commenters in white nationalist forums. While I
criticised Greg Johnson in my above-mentioned entry for
publishing a pro-Christian piece, I must acknowledge that today’s
Hampton article in his webzine brings balance to the subject.

I had not read before any article by Hampton. It looks like he is a
sound scholar and we will be paying attention to his writing
career.
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Christianity’s Criminal History, 109

Editor’s Note: The spirit of Jorge of Burgos

There are two ways to learn about the history that the school hid
us. The most enjoyable is to read novels like Julian by Gore Vidal,
located in the 4th century AD; the other to study arid scholarly
treatises by dissenters like Karlheinz Deschner.

What Deschner says below (to contextualize it see the English
translation of his first volume) reminded me Umberto Eco’s novel
The Name of the Rose, which by the way differs a lot from the
movie starring Sean Connery. I refer to the character Jorge of
Burgos, one of the oldest monks in the abbey: the gatekeeper who
took care that the Greco-Roman wisdom in one of the greatest
libraries of Christendom never reached the popular mind.
Deschner wrote:

 

______ � ______

 

Just as Christians are scarce among intellectuals—for, in general
terms, the more a person knows, the less he believes—also in the
4th century it was still the case that the new religion reaped its
most diminished successes among the scholars and the
aristocrats.

The followers of the old faith among these social strata continued
to consider, in their great majority, Christianity as a faith for
coalmen, as a religion of people of little faith, totally incompatible
with ancient science. But the Church needed precisely the
scholars. That is why at that point, too, it thoroughly reviewed its
thinking and began to open up to those who until then it had
quarantined or even fought. And since the new religion was a good
starting point for a career, the proceres and the scholars were now
driven to conversion.

Soon the time came when the bishopric seats were almost
exclusively covered by people from the upper layers. At the turn of
the 5th century, the Greco-Roman world enters a slow agony. The
representatives of the Christian cultural milieu ended up being
clearly superior to the ‘pagans’ that still remained, if we do
without Ammianus Marcellinus. This happened, naturally, using
the means of the ancient culture, which, at least partially and with
enough reluctance, was bequeathed to the Middle Ages.

This development is certainly in opposition to the basic teachings
of the New Testament: the Gospel was not announced to the wise
or the learned. On the other hand, it had been a long time since
Christianity had taken a decisive step to leave the Jewish world of
Jesus and the apostles. Paul himself was already a Roman citizen
and the son of a Hellenistic city. And Judaism itself was already
Hellenised for centuries, so that Christianity was absorbing more
and more the wisdom of the Greco-Roman world, becoming a
typical hermaphrodite.

Until the 6th century the new religion did not have a school of its
own. It is true that Christians hated the classical heritage, but they
did not create their own school or make any attempt at it: they
lacked all the requisites, the very foundations for it, and they also
found it impossible to compete with them.

There was a widespread maxim, advocated by both Tertullian and
Pope Leo I: Christians must certainly appropriate worldly
knowledge, but never teach it. The Statuta Ecciesiae Antiqua
[statutes of the ancient Church] only allowed lay people public
teaching with a special authorisation and under ecclesiastical
control.

Later, knowledge and culture were tolerated as a kind of necessary
evil, turning them into an instrument of theology: ancilla
theologiae.
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Cassandra Nietzsche on the JQ?
I am rewriting this post because yesterday, while listening to this
audio in the night, I did not pay due attention to Nietzsche’s
words. While his first paragraph of § 205 of Daybreak (1881) is
brilliant—:

THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL.—One of the spectacles which the
next century will invite us to witness is the decision regarding
the fate of the European Jews. It is quite obvious now that they
have cast their die and crossed their Rubicon: the only thing that
remains for them is either to become masters of Europe or to
lose Europe, as they once centuries ago lost Egypt, where they
were confronted with similar alternatives.

—the rest (see my first comment below) is a little confusing.

This is typical of Nietzsche: who could write superb passages
about the JQ in On the Genealogy of Morality (1887)  § 8 and in
The Anti-Christ: A Curse on Christianity (1888) §24, §58 – §62.

But then, as he was driving his mind into insanity, Nietzsche
relapsed into philo-Semitism, especially after his breakdown of
January of 1889.
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The Italian with an inferiority complex
In view that a couple of visitors have suggested that my anti-
psychiatric series on Fridays could be due to the fact that I had a
problem with psychiatry, I would like to clarify my personal
motivations.

When, as a teenager, my mother made war
with me at home, it occurred to her that in
order to subdue me it would be easier for her
to use a third party and she sent me with an
Italian psychoanalyst, Giuseppe Amara
(photo), who had studied with Erich Fromm
in Cuernavaca in Mexico.

Why did I agree to go with an analyst? Because at seventeen, I
imagined mistakenly, the analyst would treat me differently than
my parents had treated me; I thought that my testimony about
what was happening at home could move him.

Others who have visited this site have come to think that I am half
crazy about my exterminationist ideas, formally collected in my
Day of Wrath. Perhaps some have come to speculate that my
mother’s initiative of so many years ago could have been justified!
What these people ignore is that they are reversing cause and
effect.

First came the assault at home and in the analyst’s office. Then
came my hatred for a large part of humanity. As Jeffrey Masson
said on page 126 of the British edition of Against Therapy: ‘How
do children survive knowing that fathers can be so cruel, and that
they can expect nothing but disbelief, derision, or indifference
from the rest of the world when they attempt to talk about it’?

That was exactly what happened to me in consultation with
Amara: he did not believe a word I said to him! The only thing he
did was insult me in his office and side my parents a hundred
percent!

As I said in my previous post about Freud, people are unaware
that real-life psychoanalysis (not Hollywood) has nothing to do
with traumas caused by abusive parents. It is something entirely
different, as we will be seeing in my Friday entries.

But I did not want to talk about that fraudulent profession in this
post. I confessed the above about quack doc Amara only because I
wanted to mention something about the Jewish question.

As I have said on this site, the personal experience I have had with
people moves me to say that the Latin Americans I have met
sometimes behave like little Jews. They may not hate the gringos
as much as Jewry does but they don’t like them in any way. And
something similar happens in Spain. Spanish nationalists are able
to identify more with Mestizo America than with North America.

The same can be said of certain Italians. As far as I knew for the
years that my mother forced me to go to his office, Amara, for
example, could identify himself with the mestizos but never with
the Aryans at the north of the Río Grande. The anecdote that
moved me to write this entry is as follows.

After Star Wars premiered in 1977, Amara commented that he
very much had disliked the movie. Remember that in that first
film of the series, Mark Hamill, who represented the character of
Luke Skywalker, looked very handsome on the big screen—much
better than the youths in Amara’s native town (I once read he was
born in Asmara in Eritrea).

During an analytical session Amara pronounced some words
about Luke Skywalker that made a dent in my memory: ‘Creer que
sólo un gringo puede ser un chingnón…’ (‘To believe that only a
gringo can be a badass…’). I don’t remember the continuation of
the sentence, but I do remember his gestures of extreme
indignation at the movie he had just seen.

At that moment he, Amara, was like the patient and I the one who
analysed his mind: as it was obvious to me that he said that just
because he was a Mediterranean suffering from an inferiority
complex before the neighbouring country at the north. Naturally,
no Aryan ‘gringo’ would feel anything like that; on the contrary, he
would identify with Luke.

As far as I know Amara is not Jewish. But his Mediterranean
complex against the Aryan is obvious. And this is a feeling that I
have observed not only in castizos and harnizos (those Latin
Americans who could pass for Spanish but have some Indian
blood), but also in many Mexican criollos: those who, like Amara,
have no Indian blood.

But what I want to get to is the Jewish question.

My impression is that the exterminationist hatred felt by Jewry
before the Aryan is only the tip of the iceberg of a much wider
reality. It’s easy for me to see it because I almost never see Jews.
But I treat Latin Americans with inferiority complexes constantly.
And this must happen even in Europe, as the case of Amara
illustrates: who could not tolerate the only episode of the Star
Wars series that does not contain bad messages for the Aryan
cause.
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The Antichrist § 13
 
Let us not underestimate the fact that we
ourselves, we free spirits, already constitute a
‘revaluation of all values’, a living declaration of
war on and victory over all old concepts of ‘true’
and ‘untrue’.
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.
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2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion
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Abraham Lincoln

Achilles
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Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer
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Aldous Huxley
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Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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